Abstract. Charm production in polarized lepton nucleon scattering is believed to be a clean probe of the nucleon spin contribution carried by gluons. An extensive search for charm signals has been carried out in the Hermes data of the years 1995 to 1997. Clean signals for both hidden and open charm could be extracted. A preliminary measurement of the J= cross section near threshold is presented. Recently major detector upgrades have been implemented that will signi cantly improve the physics potential of Hermes in the charm sector.
I INTRODUCTION
Charm production in Deep Inelastic Scattering (DIS) is believed to be a clean probe of the distribution of the gluons G(x) inside the nucleon, with x being interpreted as the fraction of the nucleon light-cone momentum carried by the gluon. It is expected to proceed mainly via photon-gluon fusion. The virtual photon emitted by the scattered lepton is absorbed by a gluon inside the nucleon, yielding a pair of c c quarks. Since the hard scale of the process is ensured by the high mass of the produced c c{pair, the cross section can rather reliably be calculated from elementary diagrams (see g. 1) in the framework of perturbative Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD). This allows to extract G(x) from the measured production rate. 
For photon gluon fusion this double spin asymmetry is related to the ratio of the polarized and unpolarized gluon distribution
G(x) in the nucleon by
Here D denotes the depolarization factor for the virtual photon, f the dilution by unpolarized target material, P b and P t the polarization of the beam and the target and^ QCD the analyzing power of the elementary QCD process (see g. 1).
A measurement of A c LL in polarized deep inelastic scattering should thus allow one to extract G(x)=G(x), which has up to now never been directly measured and is at present rather poorly constrained by QCD ts to the g1 world data. A direct measurement might eventually help to resolve the mismatch found between the sum of the spins of the constituent quarks compared to the spin of the entire nucleon 3]. The major aim of the Hermes experiment 4] at DESY in Hamburg is to determine the di erent contributions of the spin of the nucleon from the combination of inclusive and semi-inclusive deep-inelastic polarized scattering data. The scattering products of the longitudinally polarized 27.5 GeV/c momentum e beam from the longitudinally polarized atoms of an internal gas target are detected in an open forward spectrometer 5]. Since the apparatus has been designed to detect and identify also the hadrons produced in the deep inelastic scattering process it should also allow the detection of some open charm states. By this means Hermes may be able to reveal, for the rst time, information on G(x) G(x) at a mean x gluon 0.3.
II PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Hermes has been commissioned in 1995. Since then, data have been collected on a variety of gaseous targets, i.e. polarized H and 3 He, but also on unpolarized H 2 , D 2 , 3 + ? has been exploited by Hermes as well, even though the experiment had no dedicated muon detection system till 1998. Particle identi cation was achieved in this case by requiring minimum ionizing signals in the electromagnetic calorimeter and the pre{shower detector. To provide su cient trigger sensitivity an additional 2{track trigger has been implemented in 1996 and upgraded to full coverage in 1997.
The signals of both decay modes from the 1995{97 data on all targets are combined in gure 2: The invariant mass spectrum of l + l ? combinations is shown together with the scaled spectrum (shaded) from l + l + and l ? l ? combinations. The gure shows that there is a clear peak of about 140 J= events over an exponential background of 40, the shape of which is rather well described by the spectrum of l l combinations. The signal is still small, since Hermes is restricted to J= production near threshold by the beam energy of 27.5 GeV and was not designed for the detection of charmed nal states where the opening angle between the decay products is rather large. The data have been collected on various target gases; two thirds of the statistics are from unpolarized targets. As the J= 's are dominantly produced at low Q 2 the scattered positron remains mostly inside the beam pipe, thus preventing the full reconstruction of the event kinematics and the separation of di erent production mechanisms.
B J= production cross section
The behavior of the J= production cross section near threshold is an interesting subject. Figure 3 shows the total electroproduction cross section at Hermes separated by year and decay channel. Despite the di erent trigger and particle identi cation, the two decay channels agree very well within errors. The preliminary average is J= ep E e = 27: 
C Open Charm
Measuring open charm production at Hermes is quite di erent in many respects from its measurement at dedicated charm experiments. There are a number of basic limitations for such a measurement in the HERA electron beam, which limit the number of charm events seen by Hermes and the statistics for a precise measurement of A c LL .
1. The most serious limitation comes, as in the case of the J= , from the low charm production rate available to the experiment. It is mainly due to The low energy of the HERA e beam of 27.5 GeV, which results in a measurement near the production threshold for c c ( p s = 7:2 GeV) and thereby a photo{production cross section for charm of the order of only 60 nb (see g. 5). At present polarized internal gas targets are limited to areal densities of about 10 14 atoms/cm 2 . In conjunction with the HERA e beam this implies a rather modest interaction rate and thereby luminosities of not more than 60 pb ?1 can be achieved per data taking period. 2. Due to its high mass charm typically decays to high multiplicity nal states with low branching ratios. The acceptance of the present Hermes apparatus is rather small for high multiplicity, large angle decays. While the typical e ciency for the inclusive measurement of one track (as the scattered lepton in DIS events) is close to 100 %, the acceptance for 2 body decays is more like 10 %. This represents a serious constraint on the number of charm nal states accessible to Hermes. 3. The capabilities for the separation of the charm signal from the high combinatorial background due to minimum bias photo production are rather restricted. The Hermes particle identi cation (PID) has been originally optimized for the (inclusive) separation of electrons from hadrons and was (until 1998) rather limited concerning the identi cation of the di erent hadron species. The threshold Cerenkov counter used until now can separate from K only in the range 4 GeV/c < p < 13.5 GeV/c. 12, 13] . This is specially true for the production of D 0 , which can be produced also in conjunction with a + c , a process which requires less energy than the production of two charm mesons and which should therefore dominate at low virtual photon energy .
The K decay mode has intensively been studied at Hermes . As most of the events do not have the scattered e in the acceptance, only data from the 1997 and part of 1996 data taking period can be used, when the already above mentioned photo production trigger has been operational. For this reason, at present only a global analysis (summed over all targets) of this data from 1996 and 1997 was possible. Still, this allowed to show, that Open Charm is accessible in Hermes via this decay mode at all. A muon detection system, consisting of an iron wall equipped with an array of hodoscopes. It will enable the clean identi cation of semi{leptonic X + decays and improve the detection of muonic J= decays.
A low angle electron tagger, consisting of a set of small vertical drift chambers and scintillating counters mounted in two beam quadrupole magnets downstream of the experiment. This will enable Hermes to double the precentage FIGURE 7. Overview over the Hermes detector upgrades to enhance charm detection.
of fully reconstructed events at low Q 2 , where most of the charm events are being produced. These detectors have been installed in the 1997{98 shutdown and successfully been tested in spring 1998. The program will be completed by the installation of large acceptance tracking detectors (labeled Silicon, LST2 and LST3 in gure 7) in spring 1999, which will enlarge the muon acceptance by a factor 2.
Having implemented these new components, Hermes will detect more statistics on open charm which will possibly allow to obtain a rst result of G(x)=G(x).
IV CONCLUSION
In summary, the present Hermes charm data samples are small, but well understood. Several detector upgrades have been introduced for the 1998 running. Clean =K=p separation by a RICH will allow direct D 0 ! K reconstruction. Semileptonic D 0 ! K decays may be accessible by the new muon detector. A small angle detector enhances the acceptance of the scattered electron at low Q 2 . With the help of these upgrades, charm production at Hermes makes a determination of G(x)=G(x) an attainable goal.
